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AirLight
Ultra Silent portable industy-grade air purifier. Eliminating 99,999% of airborne viruses and bacteria.
OrderMore Info
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Ultra silent Industrial grade 
 air purifier

AirLight has undergone extensive lab verification*, showing 99,999% bacterial and 99,9999% virucidal elimination.
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*Tested by independent laboratories.

Validation ReportCertificate




Ultra silent 
 and mobile
AirLight utilizes an advanced array of high-precision air sensors which control a three-layer UVC light air filtering system to provide safe and clean air.
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The F9 filter prefilters up to 95% of ePM10 and up to 80% of ePM1 particles and extends the HEPA filter lifespan.

The H13 HEPA filter captures viruses, bacteria, and tiny microorganisms inside the filter's internal surface.

The UVC Light breaks down the DNA and RNA of pathogens and thereby inactivates them.
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High precision 
 air quality 
 sensors
Advanced air quality sensors provide real-time room air quality data and adjust the fan operation speed.


































[image: UV Lamp]Industry grade 
 filters
Special design long-lasting filters that resist UVC radiation. Up to 10x the size of competitive products. AirLight has undergone extensive testing, proving 99.999% elimination of bacteria and 99.9999% elimination of viruses.

*Tested by independent laboratories.

Validation ReportCase study
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 operation
With a unique designed sound barrier that captures the vibration of the inlet airflow combined with an ultra silent fan motor, the AirLight operates at 300 m3 airflow per hour at only 38dB.
It allows the purification of air up to 1400 m3/h flow* at the level of industrial air purifiers, but does not create noise.

*AirLight QUIET MAX
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UVC 
 Disinfection
AirLight incorporates very powerful UVC lamps to eliminate microorganisms trapped in the HEPA filter.
UVC light will break the molecular bonds within microorganismal DNA, producing thymine dimers. This process destroys them, renders them harmless, and prohibits their growth and reproduction. When the DNA is damaged, the organism cannot reproduce or cause infections.
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Mobile 
Application
Access all air quality data in real-time from your mobile phone, adjust the mode and speed of your AirLight fan. Or set the timer to start the air disinfection on your own schedule.
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Documents
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1. AirLight Product Presentation ENG
2. AirLight Technical Specification
3. Certificate of Antimicrobial Efficacy
4. Validation report of antimicrobial efficacy
5. Case study of antimicrobial efficacy of three different disinfection procedures
6. EU Declaration of Conformity - CE




Smart UV-C Products for chemical-free Air and Surface disinfection.
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Air sterilization
VX One Air 
 Unit 
→
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Surface sterilization
VX ONE S 
 Unit
→
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Handheld lampstact
X-Series 
 Lamps
→
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Room sterilization
C-Series 
 Lamps
→





Get in touch to learn more about our Products
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P +386 69 920 544 
 E info@uvphotons.com
Wavenetic d.o.o. 
Kotnikova ulica 5, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
Developed and manufactured in Slovenia - EU

About
With over 25 years of experience, UV Photons manufactures and develops premium handheld and mountable disinfection lamps, smart mobile robots, and precision UV measuring equipment.


What is UV Light
Ultraviolet (UV) light is a form of light, invisible to the human eye, that exists on the electromagnetic spectrum between X-rays and visible light.
→


Safety
UVC lamps used for disinfection purposes may pose potential health and safety risks depending on the UVC wavelength, dose, and duration of radiation exposure.
→
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 Order request Please provide your contacts below and our sales team will reach out to you in the next 24h.
Your Name
Email
Phone (optional)
Message (optional)
 Submit 

 For any question contact our call center: +386 69 920-544



